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Show Outline 
 
Teaser: 
The Church Media Podcast. Episode 85: The most effective way to schedule your volunteers. Let’s do it.  
 
Introduction:  
 
Welcome to Episode #85 of The Church Media Podcast. I’m Carl Barnhill. Thank you so much for 
listening this week. This is the definitive podcast for helping you create dynamic experiences and build 
solid media production teams at your church. 
 
Before we get rolling this week, I wanted to give one more plug this week for the new PureFlix film The 
Case for Christ. It opened in theaters nationwide last Friday. Its a great movie based on the conversion 
experience of Lee Strobel. Lee was the Legal Editor at the Chicago Tribune where he went on a quest to 
disprove the existence of God, only to be surprised by what he found. I’ve seen the film. Its excellent. 
Check it out today - you can hear my Exclusive Interview with Lee Strobel and get free resources to 
promote the movie to your team at twelvethirtymedia.com/caseforchrist  
 
Alright, this week I’m going to share with you the most effective way I’ve found to schedule your 
volunteers. I’ll be opening up my playbook and giving you ideas for how to provide an easy to understand 
scheduling rotation for those you lead. Pretty quick episode this week, but I pray its very practical as you 
lead your team. 
 
That’s coming up right after my friend Jonathan Malm shares his new site for church creatives with you in 
this week’s Church Media Resource of the Week. Check this out.  
 
 
CHURCH MEDIA RESOURCE OF THE WEEK:	

Nusupply.co 

NuSupply is a collection of design assets for designers in the Church Learn more here. 
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Audio Clip of Resource: 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/thechurchmediapodcast/S2E85+v1.20170409a+-+Church+Media+Podcast+-
+%5Btwelvethirty%5Dmedia.mp3 
 
SEGMENT 1:  
https://s3.amazonaws.com/thechurchmediapodcast/S2E85+v2.20170410a+-+Church+Media+Podcast+-
+%5Btwelvethirty%5Dmedia.mp3 
  
Welcome back, I’m sharing with you this week my strategy for scheduling your volunteer team.  
 
Scheduling volunteers can take up a ton of your work week. Wouldn’t it be great to free up the time you 
spend scheduling and spend that time on things only you can do?  
 
One of the keys to a dynamic Production Team is scheduling your volunteers in such a way that there is a 
clear expectation of who is serving when. Planning is key. A 'fly-by-your-seat, chasing down people to 
serve every week' approach is a recipe for confusion and burnout - both for you and your volunteers.  
 
Here are 4 steps to Providing an Easy-to-Understand Rotation Schedule: 
 
1. Have a clear On-Ramp for Volunteers to get on your team.  
 
(You can have the best system in the world but if you don't have a steady flow of new volunteers coming 
into your team, it won't matter.)  
 
My On-Ramp, and I’ve covered this in more detail in previous podcast episodes, was this:  

• Ownership Class  
• Opportunities Tour  
• Production First Look  
• BASICS Training   

 
2. Use a Team Approach. 
 
At the two churches I've served in a Media Leadership role, we moved our Production Volunteers to a 
Team Approach.  
 
What do I mean by this?  

• List the sets of services you have: for example, you may have Saturday Night Services, Sunday 
AM Services, Sunday PM Services, and a Mid-Week Service.  

• List out the Serving Opportunities or Volunteer Positions you have.  
 
At NewSpring's Columbia campus, where I served, we had an AM Run-Thru and 2 AM Services and a 
PM Run-Thru and 2 PM Services.  
 
It took 10 video volunteers as well as a:  

• Video Producer  
• Director  
• Technical Director/Switcher  
• Broadcast  
• TelePrompter  
• ProPresenter Lyric/Video/Graphics Operator  
• 3 Camera Operators  

 
We also had:  
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• Audio  
• Lighting Operators  
• Stagehands  
• Service Producer  

 
Have your Teams serve for a Run-Thru and a Set of Services. Don't have a new set of volunteers for 
every service.  
 
If you needed 10 volunteers to run a set of services and you had two sets of services on a Sunday, you 
would need two teams of 10 to run a Sunday.   
 
I’ve found the sweet spot in rotating volunteers is to schedule them to serve once every three weeks. This 
gives other people opportunities to serve, and doesn’t allow over a month before someone serves at a 
position.   
 
I would also suggest implementing a rule where a volunteer can’t serve every Sunday. If you don’t have 
enough people where you can’t do Sunday with someone, I would strongly encourage you to invite and 
recruit more volunteers into your team. Secondly, you must provide and encourage volunteers to worship 
with their families.   
 
At NewSpring, we built 6 Teams of 12 people on each team for Sundays, and 3 Teams of 12 for our mid-
week student service.  
 
 
3. Use clear Team Schedules. 
Once you have your teams established, putting them into a simple rotation is easy. Just alternate when 
the teams serve. I would suggest switching the rotation each month so one team isn’t serving every AM 
or PM.  
 
 
4. Counter Opposition with Vision. 
You are always going to have opposition to any approach or system you put in place. It’s happened 
everywhere I’ve served multiple times. You should definitely listen and gain honest feedback from your 
volunteers and genuinely respect their ideas. However, God has placed YOU in charge of stewarding the 
ministry. If He gives you ideas and you feel strongly about your vision, run with it! And stick to your guns! 
Always counter any opposition you get by casting vision - give them the why, inspire them, motivate them 
as to what’s possible!  
 
In my experience also, pushback usually comes from the people you least expect.  
 
Two quick stories about this.  
 
When I came to Pinelake Church as their Video Production Director, each service had a new set of 
volunteers. So every service there was a re-training of the flow and elements of the service. It was not 
excellent. God laid it on my heart to change the approach and have one team serve all 3 morning 
services. I had a sweet lady volunteer, who had been serving in Production for years, tell me that my new 
approach would not work. That it would never happen and that all the volunteers would leave. Well, some 
did, even she backed off of serving for a little while. It was very interesting to watch her come back and 
get involved serving more in Production when the team started growing, when the services were 
executing with greater excellence than before, and when there was more of a team spirit in the culture.  
 
When I came to NewSpring Church, there was not really a clear rotation schedule for volunteers. We 
used Planning Center Online but didn’t really have a good base to know how often someone actually 
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served and if we were forgetting people. When I held our first Vision Event and announced that we were 
moving to a team approach, people were optimistic, but skeptical. One of the core volunteers, who 
actually did most of my job before I came told me later that he thought it was a stupid idea, but after a few 
weeks of it working and changing the way we scheduled people, he loved it and wouldn’t have had it any 
other way.  
 
 
Let’s recap. Here’s your 4 takeaways: 
1. Have a clear On-Ramp for Volunteers to get on your team.   
2. Use a Team Approach.  
3. Use clear Team Schedules.  
4. Counter Opposition with Vision. 
 
That’s the best way I’ve found to schedule your volunteers effectively.  
 
When I come back, I’m going to give you 6 more quick fire ideas for scheduling your volunteers.  
I’m coming right back.  
   
 
SEGMENT 2:  
 
Welcome back. Okay, now that you have your strategy for scheduling your volunteers down, here are 
some quick fire tips to get the most out of your strategy.  
 
1. Enlist volunteers to help you schedule. 

• You can still oversee and monitor this process, but building a team of people that can help send 
out e-mails and help with follow-up and confirmations is invaluable.  

• Choose people that are veterans on your team, people that know who is best on what position.  
• Spend one-on-one time training this team in what you are wanting to see.  

 
2. Post your schedule everywhere. 

• Always lean toward over communicating everything.   
• We suggest you build a schedule 2-3 months in advance and post this schedule everywhere you 

can: post a copy in your Production Room, give printed copies to all our volunteers, post it on 
your social media accounts, and anywhere else you can think of.  

 
3. Clearly communicate your scheduling system to all of your volunteers. 

• Making it absolutely clear what your system of scheduling is eliminates confusion and keeps 
everyone on the same page.  

• You can use tools like Planning Center Online to schedule your volunteers, but we’ve found these 
tools are best used as reminders each week, not as your primary scheduling tool. If it is your 
primary tool, think about sending scheduling e-mails out a month or two in advance and set 
reminder e-mails the week of your event.  

 
4. Have a cut off day and time to have everyone confirmed to serve on Sunday. 

• You do not need to be worried about scheduling your volunteers after you leave for the week.  
• No matter what tools you use, make sure everyone is confirmed to serve and knows your Call 

Time by the time you leave the office on Thursday (or whenever you leave.)   
• In our experience, we post schedules in our Production Room two months out, we use Planning 

Center as a reminder each week. We send Planning Center e-mails every Monday for the 
upcoming Sunday. If there are still holes by Wednesday, we start making phone calls or send out 
texts to confirm everyone. By Thursday morning, we make any last minute replacements for fill 
the rest of the holes. Everything must be confirmed by end of day on Thursday.  
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5. Schedule a couple additional people to use floaters or utility players to fill in the gaps in 
scheduling. 

• We always schedule a couple of extra people at every event. This allows us to fill in any gaps if 
someone calls in sick or for any emergency reasons. We usually find there is always a need that 
comes up- moving a piano offstage, fixing a camera in the heat of the moment, etc.  

• This also allows you to have some cross-training opportunities. If a utility player is around and not 
on gear, team them with a veteran to start learning a new position.  

 
6. Remind your team of your system. 

• Don’t think if you tell your team your system once they get it. You have to consistently remind and 
train people on your system of scheduling. Talk about your system once a month before a 
service, post it on your social media accounts, email it out… don’t assume they know. Remind 
them of your process.  

• It’s a good rule of thumb to consistently communicate information that you take for granted. It’s 
likely that someone either doesn’t fully understand your system or have forgotten pieces of it. And 
you may also forget what new people have come onto your team since you explained something.   

• You need your volunteers to understand your system so well, they could easily communicate it 
without you around.  

 
These tips have been useful in the ministries and churches we’ve partnered with.  
 
I hope these strategies and tips will be useful to you as you schedule your volunteers for your 
experiences.  
 
I’ve included several free templates on the show notes page for this episode. Free Team Lists, Rotation 
Schedules and more. Be sure to check that out at twelvethirtymedia.com/085 as in Episode 85.  
 
DOWNLOADABLE CONTENT: 

• The Best Way to Structure Your Volunteer Team 
• The Most Effective Way to Schedule Your Volunteers 

 
SPONSOR COMMERCIAL: 
The Case for Christ – more info here 
 
CLOSING SEGMENT: 
 
Next week on the show I welcome Carl Cartee to the show.  Carl is a powerhouse writer and producer - 
he’s co-written and produced songs for some of the biggest names in Christian music. He now spends his 
time training and coaching worship leaders and creatives. We’ll spend two weeks with Carl talking about 
how to pastor your People well. Two times the Carl next week on the show.  
 
Our Podcast Producer is David Michael Hyde. He is a genius.  
DavidMicahelHyde.com is where he writes and produces award-winning scores and soundtracks. Be sure 
to check him out today.  
 
Its a privilege hanging out with you guys.  
 
Go out there and create some incredible experiences this weekend.  
 
I’ll catch you next week.  
 


